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Is blind
trust in
your
government
really too
much to
ask?

Now more
than ever we
must establish
credibility at
the local level
of government

• Visibility in community falls short. Engagement is required
– Service clubs
– School PTAs
– Non-profit boards
– Volunteer opportunities

• Regular updates through your community’s electronic
communication channels
– Silence breeds speculation and mistrust
– Updates must be regular and credible (weekly at minimum)
– Embrace interactivity (two-way engagement)

• Build relationships with media
– Give their inquiries priority response
– Respect their work and help them meet their deadlines

• Don’t hesitate to apologize, no matter how insignificant
the issue. People will respect honesty and be more willing
to trust on future issues.

Assessing
false
information
and taking
action

• What is the nature of the false information?
– Harmless: a response may not be needed at all
– Impactful: setting the record straight quickly is important

• Where is the information at?
– City page, news site, resident blog
– Anonymous poster vs. known resident

• What is the speed of misinformation?
– One person’s grievance: personal contact or
acknowledgement
– Slow building narrative: Some response is needed but a
comprehensive response is more important than a timely one
– Spreading like wildfire: Anticipate where it is going and get in
front quickly

• Level of interest
– Street, neighborhood, city, state, beyond?
– Isolate messages to area of interest if possible

Setting the
record
straight…

• Simple reply
– Take the high road and thank the individual for sharing the
concern. Address the concern with facts and offer a phone
number where they can get more information (or just vent
further)
– Use a strong social media policy to end abusive posts or foul
language
– A good reply with facts and an offer for an offline follow-up
will often end conversations or at least show others that you
care and made an effort to help

• Proactive communication to a particular audience
– Neighborhood association
– Program participants
– Civic organizations

• Work your network (elected, other cities, civic
organizations, etc.) and give them the information
needed to change the narrative

Setting the
record
straight…

• Official statement
– Sensitive subjects
– Issues of wide appeal
– Consider who sends it (Department Head, City Manager,
Mayor or ‘The City’)

• Truth/rumor sources
– Dedicated city website pages
– Project specific materials

Example 1:
The
Crossing
Guard
Relocation

• Overview
–

False information spreads because of lack of preparation by city

–

City relocates crossing guard from one school to another

• First mistake – City only notified the district and assumed they
would communicate to parents and teachers
• Second mistake – City’s front line employees not briefed and told
callers/emailers that the School District made the decision
• Misinformation spreads that School District made the decision to
pull the guard – parents confused and angry. School District is
upset
–

Topic is impactful, spreading fast, and localized

• Response:
–

Frontline staff briefed and begin making calls to people that were
given bad information

–

Immediate call to principal and superintendent

–

Formal statement drafted and given to school to distribute
(apologize and explain). No city wide dissemination.

–

Personal attendance at next PTA meeting

Example 2:
Free Speech
vs. Farmer’s
Market

• Overview
–

Market vendor makes racially offensive comments on personal
social media site after the 2017 Charlottesville incident

–

Citizens call out City for doing business with a white supremacist and
claim we can remove the vendor and are choosing not to.

• Misinformation spreads quickly on city’s position
–

Topic is sensitive, impactful, spreading fast and reaching national
audiences

• Response
–

Formal statement from the City condemning the remarks but
explaining the first amendment rights of vendor.

–

Statement sent as widely as possible. Conduct numerous media
interviews

–

Worked City networks to explain, including all market vendors

–

Meet personally with group holding protests at Farmer’s Market

–

Accommodate protestors, but ensure market is not disrupted and all
patrons feel safe

The
Takeaways

• Silence and lack of transparency/engagement will
breed mistrust
• Engage in community on a regular basis to build
credibility – you’ll need support and the benefit of the
doubt later
• Update City communication sites often and engage in
discussion
• When you are wrong, late with a response or otherwise
not meeting expectations – apologize publicly
• Know your media and help them with their job
• Prepare for the need to issue formal statements
• Local government is the one hope to restore faith in
government. Success requires a higher level of
engagement and accountability.

